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I INTRODUCTION

Following a considerable literature demonstrating deviations from Nash equilibrium

play (see, for example, Camerer, 2003), behavioral research has sought to model the

processes determining individual play and aggregate behavior in experimental games.

One widely-used approach for modeling behavioral deviations from Nash equilibrium

in one-shot games involves the use of heterogeneous types, based on varying levels of

strategic sophistication (Nagel, 1993; Stahl and Wilson, 1994; Costa-Gomes et al., 2001;

Camerer et al., 2004).1 In this framework—often referred to as Level-k or Cognitive

Hierarchy—players’ strategic sophistication is represented by the number of iterations

of best response they perform in selecting an action.

In the simplest version of these models, Level-0 types randomize uniformly over all

actions and, for all k > 0, the Level-k type plays a best response to the actions of Level-

(k−1). Thus, the model suggests that a subject’s level is a measure of her strategic so-

phistication, or, more precisely, her belief about her opponents’ strategic sophistication.

The application of such models to data from one-shot play in experiments has yielded

several instances in which the model accurately describes the aggregate distributions of

action choices. We provide a review of this literature in the next section.

The value of the Level-k framework as a post hoc descriptive model of the aggregate

distribution of actions in laboratory games has been widely documented. There is also

evidence that the overall distribution of levels may posses some stability across games

(e.g., Camerer et al., 2004), meaning that one might be able to predict the distribution

of actions in a novel game based on the distributions in other games. However, an

open question remains regarding whether Level-k types correspond to some meaningful

individual characteristic that one might label as “strategic sophistication”. That is, does

a particular individual’s estimated level correspond to a persistent trait that can be used

to predict play across games? If levels are indicative of strategic sophistication, and if

strategic sophistication is an invariant characteristic of a person, then there should exist

reliable cross-game patterns in players’ observed levels. In this case, estimated levels in

one game can be used to predict players’ behavior in novel games. Moreover, a player’s

level may then be predictable using psychometric measures other than actual game play.

1An alternative approach involves modeling deviations from Nash equilibrium as noise (or unobservable
utility shocks) in players’ best response. For an example, see the Quantal Response Equilibrium model
proposed by McKelvey and Palfrey (1995). Rogers et al. (2009) bridges the Quantal Response approach
with the “Level-k” approach studied here. Other directions in behavioral game theory include the study
of dynamics following initial play (see Crawford, 1995; Erev and Roth, 1998; Camerer and Ho, 1998, for
example) or other-regarding preferences (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999, e.g.).
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On the other hand, if players’ levels appear to be randomly determined from game to

game, then one of two negative conclusions must be reached: Either iterative best re-

sponse is not an accurate description of players’ reasoning, or else the model is accurate

but players’ levels vary from game to game in a manner that is difficult to predict. In ei-

ther case, knowledge of a player’s level in one game provides neither information about

their play in another game, nor a useful measure of that person’s strategic sophistication

in general.2

In this paper we test for persistence of individuals’ strategic sophistication across

games. We begin by identifying several plausible, testable restrictions on cross-game

behavior in the Level-k framework. For example, the most stringent testable restriction

is that players’ levels are constant across all games. A weaker restriction requires only

that players’ relative levels be invariant, so that a ranking of players based on their

levels remains constant across games, even if their absolute levels do not. We then

conduct a laboratory experiment in which subjects play several games drawn from two

distinct families of games. Within each game, we identify an individual’s level in a Level-

k framework. We then test whether these observed levels satisfy any of the cross-game

restrictions we have identified.

The first family of games consists of four novel matrix games developed for this study,

which we refer to as ‘undercutting games’. The second family is a set of two-person

guessing games studied by Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) (henceforth CGC06).3

Comparing our data in the guessing games to that of CGC06 provides both a consis-

tency check and an avenue to explore the robustness of the Level-k model to variations

in experimental protocols, since subjects in the CGC06 experiments were given much

more extensive instructions and an understanding test in which they were required to

calculate best responses for themselves and for their opponents before starting the ex-

periment.

We also consider two additional ways in which strategic sophistication might be de-

tectable. First, to further explore whether the Level-k classifications are indeed corre-

lated with independent notions of strategic sophistication, we elicit several direct mea-

sures of strategic intelligence using brief quizzes that are known to identify strategic

2We do not suggest that levels must be constant across games for the model to have predictive power.
Camerer et al. (2004) and Chong et al. (2005), for example, suggest that levels will change in certain
situations. Predictive power of the model is maintained if (and only if) those situational changes are
predictable.
3A two-person guessing game is different from the two-person beauty contest studied by Grosskopf and
Nagel (2008); the latter has a (weak) dominant strategy while the former does not.
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reasoning ability or general intelligence. We explore the relationship between such mea-

sures and subjects’ levels identified from their behavior. Second, we have subjects play

each game against three different opponents: a subject randomly selected from the pop-

ulation in the session, the opponent who scored highest on the strategic intelligence

measures discussed above, and the opponent who scored lowest. Thus, we are able to

detect whether sophisticated types vary their behavior based on the expected sophisti-

cation of their opponent.

The degree of persistence in strategic sophistication that emerges from our data is

mixed. The key results are summarized as follows:

(1) The aggregate distribution of levels is similar to that found in previous studies.

(2) The aggregate distribution of levels is remarkably stable across undercutting

games, but quite unstable across two-person guessing games.

(3) Individual levels are moderately persistent within the family of undercutting

games, but have no persistence within the family of guessing games.

(4) For any two players, the relative ordering of their levels is stable between under-

cutting games, but not stable between guessing games.

(5) The quizzes generally fail to predict players’ levels in either family of games,

though Level-1 play is weakly correlated with a test for autism and poor short-

term memory.

(6) Some players adjust strategies against stronger opponents, but neither quiz scores

nor levels predict which subjects make this adjustment.

(7) Subjects in our experiment conform exactly to the Level-k predictions much less

frequently than in CGC06. This difference is likely due to differences in instruc-

tions and CGC06’s use of a best-response understanding test. Thus, the model’s

fit is not robust to experimental protocols.

(8) When a guessing game’s payoff function is modified to introduce dominant strate-

gies, aggregate behavior does not significantly change and very few players select

a dominant strategy.

Our interpretation of these results is that the congruence between Level-k models

and subjects’ actual decision processes depends on the context. While in a few instances,

such as within the family of undercutting games, we find robust evidence of persistent

strategic sophistication, we find much less support when considering the guessing games

or other features of the data. One way to interpret our findings is that players have

available many heuristics by which they may choose strategies in games, and different

environments trigger the use of different heuristics. This is very similar to the model
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of behavior put forth by Gigerenzer (2001). Perhaps in our undercutting games—and in

many past studies where the Level-k model fit well—the Level-k heuristic was utilized

by many of the subjects. In that case, a player’s absolute level may appear fairly constant

across games. In the guessing games, however, it appears that different heuristics were

triggered. Not only were estimated levels highly unstable between guessing games,

but changes to the best response function did not yield significant changes in behavior,

suggesting that the operating heuristic did not rely critically on best responses.

In the CGC06 guessing game experiments the Level-k model receives stronger sup-

port, especially when the choice data is augmented by ‘lookup’ data indicating which

game parameters the subject focused on during the experiment.4 We believe this differ-

ence in model accuracy stems from their lengthier instructions and their best-response

understanding test, either of which may trigger the Level-k heuristic in some fraction

of the subjects. The Level-k heuristic may not be not triggered as frequently among

subjects who receive shorter instructions and no best-response understanding test.

This multiple-heuristics model of strategic thinking implies that researchers should

take care in extrapolating the success of any one model to out-of-sample strategic set-

tings. Instead, future work should focus on understanding which heuristics are widely

used and which features of a strategic environment trigger the use of different heuris-

tics. We speculate that experimental protocols, training, and experience all have an

impact on the choice of heuristic, and that the presentation of a game in matrix form (as

in our undercutting games) is more likely to trigger best-response-based heuristics like

the Level-k model.5

II LITERATURE REVIEW

The notion of heterogeneous strategic sophistication operating through limited itera-

tions of best response dates back at least to the ‘beauty contest’ discussion of Keynes

(1936). Nagel (1993) and Ho et al. (1998) (HCW) explore behavior in laboratory p-beauty

contest games and describe the resulting distribution of levels according to the Level-k

model. In these games n subjects simultaneously choose a guess from a known interval

(usually [0,100]), and a monetary prize is given to the subject whose guess is closest to

4Our data are comparable to the CGC06 ‘Baseline’ and ‘Open-Box’ treatments. In their ‘Trained Subjects’
treatments, subject were explicitly paid based on their conformance with equilibrium strategies; we do
not consider those data here.
5Our undercutting games also have the strategies ordered in a natural way, with higher levels playing
lower-numbered strategies. We conjecture that ‘shuffling’ the matrix would reduce the quality of fit with
the Level-k model.
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p times the group average. Most initial guesses are far from equilibrium but generally

conform to the first four levels of reasoning (Level-0 through Level-3) in the Level-k

model (see also Duffy and Nagel, 1997 and Bosch-Domènech et al., 2002).

Shapiro et al. (2009) test a version of the p-beauty contest where subjects are re-

warded for minimizing the distance between their guess and p times the average guess,

and also for minimizing the distance between their guess and some unknown state of

the world about which they observe a public and a private signal, following Morris and

Shin (2002). The Level-k model fits the data well in treatments where the beauty-

contest component of subjects’ payoffs receives the greater weight, but fits poorly when

the state-guessing component of payoffs is emphasized. These results suggest the Level-

k model may have a limited domain of applicability.

Burnham et al. (2009) do not explicitly address level-k models, but they provide some

experimental results that suggest a relationship between intelligence and levels of rea-

soning in one version of the p-beauty contest game. Specifically, they show that in-

dividuals’ choices in a p-beauty contest game are correlated with a direct measure of

intelligence (a 20-minute test of cognitive ability). More intelligent players play consid-

erably closer to the Nash equilibrium strategy than players who rate low on the cognitive

ability measure, whose average choices are close to 50.

Stahl and Wilson (1994) study Level-k behavior in ten 3×3 matrix games.6 They find

that roughly 25 percent of players are Level-1, 50 percent are Level-2, and 25 percent

are Nash-equilibrium players. Level-0 play is virtually non-existent. Stahl and Wilson

(1995) examine play in twelve normal-form games played without feedback. They add

to the Level-k model a “Worldly” type who knows the other four types exist, but thinks

he is unique in this knowledge, and a “Rational Expectations” type who knows about all

other types and himself. They find little evidence of Level-0 and Rational Expectations

types; the frequencies of the other types fall monotonically as the level increases. In

both studies, many subjects fit strongly into one type, with posterior probabilities of

their maximum likelihood type exceeding 0.90. Interestingly, Stahl and Wilson (1995)

provide a rare example of a test of individual cross-game stability: They select a subset

of nine games, estimate individuals’ types from these games, calculate the predicted

choice probabilities for the remaining three games for each type, and then estimate

the posterior probability that a subject has a particular type. They classify as “stable”

those subjects for whom the posterior probability of having the same type is at least 15

6In their model Level-0 players are assumed to randomly choose strategies, Level-1 players best respond
to Level-0, and Level-2 players best respond to a Level-1 strategy with noise added. This works similarly
to best responding to a mixture of Level-0 and Level-1.
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percent. Using this approach, they find that, for 35 of 48 subjects the subject’s behavior

in the second set of games makes it at least 15 percent likely that the subject has the

same type as was estimated in the first set of games. While this represents a valuable

instance of researchers exploring the stability of individual types, the approach seems

likely to confirm type stability to a greater extent than the more cautious method of

estimating types independently in two sets of games, as we do here.

Camerer et al. (2004) present a variation of the Level-k model in which players best

respond to the empirical distribution of levels truncated below their own level. Thus, a

Level-k player believes all other players are Level-0 through Level-k−1 and his belief

about the relative frequencies of those levels is accurate. Using a Poisson distribution of

levels reduces the model to a single parameter τ (after defining the Level-0 distribution)

that describes the mean level in the population. They estimate this distribution for a

wide range of games. In p-beauty contests, for example, they estimate higher mean

levels in more educated populations, in simpler games, and when subjects are asked

their beliefs about opponents’ play. They also show that the model suffers relatively

little loss in likelihood scores when restricting τ to be constant across games, indicating

a fair amount of cross-game stability in the aggregate distribution of levels; however,

they do not explore individual-level cross game stability.

Chong et al. (2005) describe how one can take an estimated population distribution

of levels and assign levels to individuals using a maximum-likelihood technique that

requires the distribution of assigned levels to match the original estimated distribu-

tion of levels. Their subjects play 22 mixed-equilibrium matrix games in a fixed order.

Chong et al. (2005) report a positive correlation between thinking time and levels. Fur-

thermore, average levels are higher in games 12-122 than in games 1–11, indicating a

learning-by-doing increase in sophistication over time. In a personal communication,

Camerer reported that a regression of individuals’ average second-half level on their

first-half level yields an R2 value of 0.37, indicating reasonable predictive power in these

games despite the learning-by-doing effect.7

Costa-Gomes et al. (2001) fit an augmented Level-k model to the behavior of subjects

who play 18 games of varying difficulty. They allow for nine different types, includ-

ing Level-1, Level-2, Altruistic (maximizing the sum of payoffs), Pessimistic (playing

maxmin strategies), Optimistic (playing max-max strategies), Equilibrium, D1 (delet-

ing opponents’ dominated strategies), D2 (using two rounds of deletion of dominated

7Our experiment reduces the incidence of learning-by-doing effects by allowing subjects to revise any of
their past decisions after making choices in all ten games. In the appendix we study robustness of our
results by estimating types for various subsets of games, rather than for each game individually.
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strategies), and Sophisticated (best responding to the empirical distribution of strate-

gies). In their experiment, payoffs in the games are initially hidden to subjects, so that

estimation of a player’s level based on strategy choice can be augmented by analyzing

which pieces of information subjects choose to view before making a decision. They

find mostly Level-1, Level-2, and D1 types and generally see more “strategic” types in

simpler games.

In Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) (CGC06) players participate in 16 two-person

guessing games in which a player and her opponent are each assigned an interval [ai, b i]

and a ‘target’ pi ∈ {0.5,0.7,1.3,1.5}. Players’ payoffs decrease in the distance between

their own guess and pi times their opponent’s guess. Again, lookup behavior is used

to strengthen type estimation. The estimation is similar to the previous paper, adding

uniform play with probability ε and logistic errors to each type’s strategy. Again the

results support the Level-k model: A reasonably large percentage of players play exactly

the strategy predicted by one of the Level-k types. Six of the ten games we study in this

paper are two-person guessing games; we compare our findings to CGC06 in the analysis

below. Chen et al. (2009) study similar two-person games on a two-dimensional grid.

They use eye-tracking technology to augment the type estimation based on behavior

alone. They find distributions of types that are somewhat more uniform than in past

studies. When subjects’ data are randomly re-sampled to generate new bootstrapped

samples, however, only 8 of 17 subjects receive the same classification in at least 95% of

the bootstrapped samples as they did in the original sample. This suggests that roughly

half of the subjects are not strongly consistent with any one level across these games.

Crawford and Iriberri (2007a) analyze ‘hide-and-seek’ games, which are expanded

matching-pennies games with labeled strategies to induce focal effects. They find that

a Level-k model with Levels 0–4 fit the data well, though the assumption that Level-0

types favor focal strategies appears important for the model’s fit.

The Level-k model has also been applied successfully to a variety of other games,

including incomplete-information betting games (Brocas et al., 2009), betting games and

matrix games (Rogers et al., 2009), sender-receiver games augmented with eye-tracking

data (Wang et al., 2009) , and cheap-talk games (Kawagoe and Takizawa, 2009). In

the field, Level-k has been shown to fit behavior in Swedish lowest-unique-positive-

integer lottery games (Ostling et al., 2009) and to explain the fact that movies that were

not released to critics before their public opening earn higher revenues (Brown et al.,

2010z). A functional MRI study even suggests differences in brain activity between
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subjects who exhibit varying degrees of ‘strategic sophistication’ (Bhatt and Camerer,

2005). For a recent survey, see Crawford et al. (2010).

Finally, many recent papers apply the Level-k concept to study departures from Nash

equilibrium play in auctions. For example, Crawford and Iriberri (2007b) apply the

Level-k model to auction data from many different experiments and find that in many

cases—though not all—Level-k yields a significantly better fit than the Nash equilib-

rium. Georganas (2009) applies the Level-k model to auctions with resale. Using logistic

errors he finds it yields a much higher likelihood than the Nash model, as does a quan-

tal response equilibrium. This result depends crucially on choosing a random level zero

instead of a truthful one, under which the Level-k model is observationally equivalent to

a Nash equilibrium. However, Ivanov et al. (2009a) use a clever design in which players

in second-price common-value auctions bid against their own earlier-period strategies

to demonstrate that overbidding (‘the winner’s curse’) cannot be explained by subjects’

misguided beliefs about their opponents as in the Level-k framework.

[ADD GILL & PROWSE, WHO FIND CORRELATION BTWN COGNITIVE ABILITY

AND LEVELS IN P-BEAUTY CONTESTS]

III A FORMULATION OF LEVEL-k MODELS

The usual applications of the Level-k model generally treat it as an ex post descriptive

model. As such, prior analyses typically omit cross-game or cross-individual testable

restrictions, other than perhaps tests of how the aggregate distribution of types varies

across games or populations (Camerer et al., 2004, e.g.). In this section we introduce a

formal framework in which such testable restrictions can be defined clearly. Our experi-

ments then examine several possible cross-game testable restrictions to see which have

empirical merit.

Specifically, we build a simple type-space model for two-player games where an agent’s

type describes her capacity for iterated best-response reasoning and her realized level of

iterated best-response reasoning. Under Harsanyi’s (1967) interpretation, types would

also describe beliefs about opponents’ types, second-order beliefs about opponents’ be-

liefs, and all higher-order beliefs. Following the Level-k literature, however, we make

the simplifying assumption that a player’s level is a sufficient statistic for her entire

hierarchy of beliefs, and that all players believe all others to have strictly lower levels

than themselves.8

8For example, Costa-Gomes et al. (2001), Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006), Crawford and Iriberri
(2007b), and Crawford and Iriberri (2007a) assume that all players with a level of k > 0 believe all other
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In our experiment subjects play several two-person games. Let γ = ({i, j},S, u) rep-

resent a typical two-person game with players i and j, strategy sets S = S i ×S j, and

payoffs u i : S → R and u j : S → R. The set of all such two-player games is Γ. When

players use mixed strategies σi ∈∆(S i) we abuse notation slightly and let u i(σi,σ j) and

u j(σi,σ j) represent their expected payoffs. In some cases players receive signals about

the type of their opponent; we represent i’s signal by τi ∈ T and let τ0 ∈ T represent the

uninformative ‘null’ signal.

Player i’s type is given by θi = (ci, k i) where ci : Γ → N0 := {0,1,2, . . .} identifies i’s

capacity for each game γ ∈ Γ, and k i : Γ×T →N0 identifies i’s level for each game γ ∈ Γ

and signal τi ∈ T. The capacity bounds the level, so k i(γ,τi) ≤ ci(γ) for all i, γ, and

τi.
9 Let Θ be the space of all possible types. Note that ci does not vary in τi since the

capacity represents a player’s underlying ability to ‘solve’ a particular game, regardless

of the type of her opponent. The realized level k i may vary in τi, however, because the

realized level stems directly from i’s belief about her opponent’s strategy.

Beliefs are fixed by the model. Each player i’s pre-defined first-order beliefs are given

by a mapping ν : N0 →∆(N0) such that ν(k i)({0,1, . . ., k i −1})= 1 for all k i ∈N0.10 For ex-

ample, in Camerer et al. (2004), λ> 0 is a free parameter and ν(k)(l)= (λl /l!)/
∑k−1

κ=0(λκ/κ!)

if l < k and ν(k)(l)= 0 otherwise. The function ν is common knowledge and therefore is

not included in the description of θi. Thus, the k i component of a player’s type com-

pletely identifies her beliefs since ν is a function only of k i; this is a common implicit

assumption in the literature.

Behavior in a Level-k model is defined inductively. The Level-0 strategy for each

player i in γ is given exogenously as σ0
i
∈ ∆(S i). If k i(γ,τi) = 0 then player i plays σ0

i
.

For each level k > 0 the Level-k strategy σk
i
∈∆(S i) for player i with k i(γ,τi)= k is a best

players’ level to be k− 1 with probability one. Camerer et al. (2004), on the other hand, assume that
all players with a level of k > 0 believe the realized levels of his opponents to follow a truncated Poisson
distribution over {0,1, . . . ,k−1}. Whatever the assumption on first-order beliefs, all higher-order beliefs
are then assumed to be consistent with this assumption (i believes j believes his opponent’s levels follow
this distribution, et cetera). Strzalecki (2009) builds a similar—though more general—type-space model
that encompasses all Level-k models. It does not explicitly allow for levels to vary by game or for agents
to update their beliefs upon observing signals, though both features could easily be incorporated.
9Technically, the inclusion of capacities is extraneous. A player’s type could simply be defined as ki :
Γ× T → N0 and then a capacity would then be derived by setting ci(γ) = supT ki(γ,τi) for each γ. We
include capacities in the model to emphasize that agents’ upper bounds on ki may vary in γ.
10The simple interpretation of this assumption is that each player believes they are more ‘sophisticated’
than all of their opponents. An alternative interpretation is that players are aware that they may be less
sophisticated than some of their opponents, but they have no model of how more sophisticated players
choose strategies. More sophisticated players are then treated as though they are Level-0 players. This
second interpretation does suggest that ν(ki)(0) should be positive for all ki , which is inconsistent with
the commonly-used assumption that ν(ki)(ki −1)= 1 for all ki .
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response to beliefs ν(k), given that each level κ< k of player j plays σκ
j
.11 Formally, σk

i

for each k > 0 is such that for all s′
i
∈ S i,

k−1
∑

κ=0
u i(σ

k
i ,σκ

j ) ν(k)(κ)≥
k−1
∑

κ=0
u i(s

′
i,σ

κ
j ) ν(k)(κ).

Finally, we define a ‘Nash’ type, denoted by k = N, whose beliefs are ν(N)(N) = 1. The

profile σN
i

is then the best response to the other player’s Nash-type strategy σN
j

.12

When σk
i

is degenerate (the Level-k strategy is a unique pure strategy) we let sk
i

be

the strategy such that σk
i
(sk

i
)= 1.

To see how this construction operates, fix a game γ and signal τi. If player i’s type in

this situation is (ci, k i) = (0,0) then she plays σ0
i
. If i’s capacity is one then her type is

either (1,0) or (1,1). In the former case she plays σ0
i
; in the latter case her beliefs are

ν(1), which has ν(1)(0) = 1, and so she plays σ1
i
. If i’s type is (2,2) then she has beliefs

ν(2), which puts pre-defined probabilities on her opponent being Level-0 and Level-1. In

this case she plays σ2
i
. For any (ci, k i) player i’s beliefs are ν(k i) and her best response

to those beliefs is σ
ki

i
. Note that beliefs depend only on k i, so player types (4,2), (3,2),

and (2,2) all have the same hierarchy of beliefs, for example.

Once σ0
i

and ν are defined, the only testable prediction of this model is that in each

game and for each signal all players must select a strategy from the set {σ0
i
,σ1

i
,σ2

i
, . . .}∪

{σN
i

}.13 In many applications, the researcher assumes that each level k plays σk
i

with

noise (usually with a logistic distribution) and then assigns each subject to the level that

maximizes the likelihood of their data across all games played.

As specified, a player’s level k i(γ,τi) can be any arbitrary function of γ and τi. If

no structure is imposed on the k i function then the model is incapable of cross-game or

cross-signal predictions; knowing that player i plays Level-2 in one game doesn’t provide

information about i’s level in another game. Our goal is to consider a set of reasonable

cross-game or cross-signal testable restrictions on k i and explore which (if any) receive

empirical support. Understanding which restrictions on k i apply will then lead to an

understanding of the out-of-sample predictions that can be made through this model. If

no restrictions on k i can be found then no out-of-sample predictions can be made for an

individual.

11If there are multiple pure-strategy best responses then σκ
i

can be any distribution over those best
responses, and that distribution is assumed to be known by all higher levels.
12As is standard, we assume ν(k)(N) = 0 for all k 6= N. If multiple Nash equilibria exist then multiple
Nash types could be defined, but all of our games have a unique Nash equilibrium.
13If σ0 is not restricted then there are no testable predictions; letting σ0 equal the empirical distribution
of strategies provides a perfect fit.
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Examples of possible restrictions on k i that we can test using our experiments are:

(1) Constant: k i(γ,τi)= k i(γ′,τ′i) for all i, γ, γ′, τi, and τ′
i
.

(2) Constant Across Games: k i(γ,τi)= k i(γ′,τi) for all i, γ, γ′, and τi.

(3) Constant Ordering: If k i(γ,τ)≥ k j(γ,τ) for some γ and τ then k i(γ′,τ′)≥ k j(γ′,τ′)

for all γ′ and τ′.

(4) Responsiveness to Signals: For every γ and i there is some τ and τ′ such that

k i(γ,τ)> k i(γ,τ′).

(5) Consistent Ordering of Games: For any τ, if k i(γ,τ) ≥ k i(γ′,τ) for some i, γ

and γ′, then k j(γ,τ)≥ k j(γ′,τ) for all j.

The first restriction represents a very strict interpretation of the Level-k model in

which each person’s level never varies, regardless of the difficulty of the game or the in-

formation received. The second restriction weakens the first by allowing players’ beliefs

to respond to information.

Instead of forcing absolute levels to be constant, the third restriction requires only

that players’ relative levels be fixed. Thus, if Anne plays a (weakly) higher level than

Bob in one game when they have identical information, then Anne should play a (weakly)

higher level than Bob in all games where they have identical information. Certainly this

would be violated with differing degrees of game-specific experience; recall, however,

that the Level-k model applies only to the first-time play of novel games.14

The fourth restriction requires that there exist a pair of signals in each game over

which a player’s level will differ. Thus, a minimal amount of responsiveness to informa-

tion, for at least some players, is assumed.

The last restriction listed implies that the observed levels can be used to order the

games in Γ. If, at some fixed signal, all players play a lower level in γ′ than in γ then it

can be inferred that γ′ is a more difficult or complex game. This enables future out-of-

sample predictions, since a player who subsequently plays Level-2 in γ can be expected

to play a lower level in γ′.

It is certainly easy to imagine plausible functions k i that violate each of these restric-

tions, or that violate any other restriction we may consider. But each restriction that is

violated means the loss of a testable implication for the model. If the most empirically

accurate version of the Level-k model requires k i functions that satisfy no cross-game

14Cross-game learning may still generate violates of this restriction; a chess master may play to a higher
level than a professional soccer player in checkers, but to a lower level in an asymmetric matching pennies
game. For this reason the boundaries of applicability of the Level-k model are sometimes ambiguous.
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FIGURE I. Undercutting game 1 (UG1).
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FIGURE II. Undercutting game 2 (UG2).

or cross-signal restrictions, then the model cannot be used to make out-of-sample pre-

dictions about individual behavior. Thus, the predictive power of the model hinges on

the presence of at last some such restrictions.

IV THE GAMES

We study two families of games: a novel family of games that are useful for identifying

player types—which we call undercutting games (UG)—and the two-person guessing

games (2PGG) studied by Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006).

Undercutting Games

An undercutting game is a symmetric, two-player game parameterized by two posi-

tive integers m and n with m < n. Each player i ∈ {1,2} picks a positive integer si ∈
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FIGURE III. Undercutting game 3 (UG3).
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FIGURE IV. Undercutting game 4 (UG4).

{1,2, . . ., m, . . . , n}. Player i wins $10 from player j if either si = m < s j or si +1= s j ≤ m.

Thus, if player i expects her opponent to choose s j > m then she best responds by choos-

ing si = m; otherwise she best responds by ‘undercutting’ her opponent and choosing

si = s j −1. If no player ‘wins’ then one of the following situations apply: If both choose

one (the unique Nash equilibrium choice) then both earn a payoff of one. If both choose n

then both lose 11. If i chooses one and j chooses n then i loses 11 and j earns nothing. In

all other cases both players earn zero. The cases where a player loses 11 are designed to

rule out any mixed-strategy Nash equilibria, making (1,1) the unique Nash equilibrium

of the game.

The payoff matrices of the undercutting games used in this experiment are shown

in Figures I–IV. Consider UG1, shown in Figure I. A levels-of-reasoning model that

assumes uniformly random play by Level-0 types will predict that Level-1 types play

m = 4 (s1 = 4) as it maximizes the sum of row payoffs, Level-2 types play 3 (s2 = 3),

Level-3 types play 2 (s3 = 2), and all higher levels play the equilibrium strategy of 1
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(sN = 1). This enables a unique identification of a player’s level (up to Level-4) from a

single observation of their strategy.

The game in Figure IV, UG4, departs from UG2 only in that three dominated actions

have been ’compressed’ into one (which is now itself also dominated by another domi-

nated action). Since dominated actions are never predicted for types above Level-0, this

modification should have little impact on the distribution of types.

This family of games was designed explicitly for testing the Level-k model. Its under-

cutting structure is intended to focus players’ attention on the strategies of their oppo-

nents, encouraging Level-k-type thinking. The strategy space is relatively small, unlike

p-beauty contest games, but the only strategy that confounds multiple levels (other than

the Level-0 type, which may randomize over many strategies) is the Nash equilibrium

strategy since all levels greater than m are predicted to play this action. There are no

other Nash equilibria in pure or mixed strategies. And variations in the Level-0 strategy

simply shift all levels uniformly; different Level-0 models may assign different levels to

different players, but will not alter the relative ordering of players’ levels.

Two-Person Guessing Games

Two-person guessing games are asymmetric, two-player games parameterized by a lower

bound ai ≥ 0, upper bound b i > ai, and target pi > 0 for each player. Strategies are given

by si ∈ [ai, b i] and player i is paid according to how far her choice is from pi times s j,

denoted by e i = |si − pis j|.

Each player i’s payment is a quasiconcave function of e i that is maximized at zero.

Specifically, players receive 15− (11/200)e i dollars if e i ≤ 200, 5− (1/200)e i dollars if

e i ∈ (200,1000], and zero if e i ≥ 1000. The unique best response is to set e i = 0 by choos-

ing si = pis j. If pis j lands outside of i’s strategy space then the nearest endpoint of

the strategy space is the best response. In a levels-of-reasoning model, Level-0 may

be assumed to randomize uniformly over [ai, b i] or to play the midpoint of [ai, b i] with

certainty. In either case Level-1 types will play s1
i
= pi(a j + b j)/2; if this is not attain-

able then the Level-1 player will select the nearest endpoint of her interval. A Level-2

type will play s2
i
= pis

1
j

(or the nearest endpoint), and so on. This iterative reasoning

converges to a Nash equilibrium with one player playing on the boundary of her in-

terval and the other best-responding to that boundary strategy (see Costa-Gomes and

Crawford, 2006).
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� jealous � panicked � arrogant � hateful

� aghast � fantasizing � impatient � alarmed

FIGURE V. Sample questions from the Eye Gaze test.

V EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In total, 116 undergraduate students from Ohio State University participated as sub-

jects in these experiments. After reading through the experiment instructions, each

subject takes five quizzes:

(1) an IQ test to measure general cognitive ability,

(2) the Eye Gaze test for adult autism,

(3) the Wechsler digit span working memory test,

(4) the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT), and

(5) the one-player Takeover game.

Each of these quizzes represents a previously-used measure of general intelligence

or strategic sophistication. The IQ test consists of ten questions taken from the Mensa

society’s ‘workout’ exam.15 Similar tests of cognitive ability have been shown to correlate

with higher levels of reasoning on p-beauty contests (Burnham et al., 2009).

The Eye Gaze test (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997) asks subjects to identify the emotions be-

ing expressed by a pair of eyes in a photograph. See Figure V for sample problems. Poor

performance on this task is diagnostic of high-functioning adult autism or Asperger’s

15See http://www.mensa.org/workout2.php
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Syndrome (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997) and strong performance is correlated with the abil-

ity to determine whether or not price movements in a market are affected by a trader

with inside information (Bruguier et al., 2008).

The Wechsler digit span memory test tests subjects’ abilities to recall strings of digits

of increasing length; this task has been used as one measure of human intelligence

(Wechsler, 1958). Devetag and Warglien (2003) had 67 subjects take this short-term

memory test and then play three games against a computerized opponent that always

selects the equilibrium strategy. The three games all require iterated reasoning to solve

the equilibrium best response. The correlation between subjects’ memory test score and

the frequency with which they select the best response is positive (Kendall’s τ: 0.248)

and significant (p-value: 0.010). Camerer et al. (2004) use this observation as a plausible

justification for their assumption that the the relative frequencies of two consecutive

levels k and k−1 ( f (k)/ f (k−1)) is declining in k, which then motivates their restriction

to Poisson distributions of levels.

The CRT contains three questions for which the ‘knee-jerk’ response is often wrong.

Performance on the test is correlated with measured time preferences, risk taking in

gains, risk aversion in losses, and other IQ measures (Frederick, 2005). This measure

also correlates with a tendency to play default strategies in public goods games (Alt-

mann and Falk, 2009).

Finally, the one-player Takeover game is a single-player adverse selection problem in

which the subject is asked to make an offer to buy a company knowing that the seller

will only sell if the company’s value is less than the offer. Given the parameters of the

problem, all positive offers are unprofitable in expectation, yet many subjects fall victim

to the ‘winner’s curse’ by submitting positive offers (Samuelson and Bazerman, 1985),

even after receiving feedback and gaining experience (Ball et al., 1991).

Each of the quiz scores is normalized to a scale of ten possible points. For scoring

purposes during the experiment, the CRT and Takeover game are combined into one

four-question, ten-point quiz since the one question in the Takeover game quiz would

receive disproportionate weight were it scored separately out of ten points. In the data

analysis below we disaggregate these two quizzes. In our analysis we use a score for the

Takeover game that is linearly decreasing in a subject’s bid; in the experiment subjects

received a positive score for this question if and only if their bid was exactly zero—

the unique profit-maximizing bid.16 The sum of the four quiz scores was calculated

16Specifically, a subject who submitted a bid of bi was scored as earning 10(1− bi /max j b j) points in our
analysis.
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Game Player’s Opponent’s
ID Game Type Limits & Target Limits & Target

UG1 Undercutting Game See Figure I
UG2 Undercutting Game See Figure II
UG3 Undercutting Game See Figure III
UG4 Undercutting Game See Figure IV
GG5 Guessing Game ([215,815],1.4) ([0,650],0.9)
GG6 Guessing Game ([100,500],0.7) ([300,900],1.3)
GG7 Guessing Game ([100,500],0.5) ([100,900],1.3)
GG8 Guessing Game ([0,650],0.9) ([215,815],1.4)
GG9 Guessing Game ([300,900],1.3) ([100,500],0.7)

GG10 Guessing Game ([100,900],1.3) ([100,500],0.5)
TABLE I. The ten games used in the experiment.

for each player. Players are given no feedback about any player’s absolute or relative

performance on the quizzes until the end of the experiment, at which point they learn

only their own total quiz score.

After completing the quizzes, the subjects play ten games against varying opponents.

The first four games are undercutting games and the last six are guessing games. The

parameters of each game are given in Table I and Figures I–IV. The final three guess-

ing games are identical to the first three, with the players’ roles reversed. As in Costa-

Gomes and Crawford (2006), this allows players to play both roles and also allows sub-

jects’ decisions in GG5, for example, to be matched with another subject’s player-1 deci-

sion in GG8 to determine payoffs.

In each game subjects are asked to choose a strategy against a random opponent,

against the opponent (other than themselves) with the highest total score on all of the

quizzes, and the opponent (other than themselves) with the lowest score on the quizzes.

All choices are made without feedback. After making these three choices in all ten

games, players learn that they could ‘loop back’ through the games and revise their

choices if desired. This can be done up to four times, for a total of five iterations through

the ten games, all without feedback. Once subjects finish all five iterations—or decline

the opportunity to loop back—their play is recorded, four of their choices are randomly

selected (two from the undercutting games and two from the guessing games), and they

are matched with another player and paid for their decisions. Subjects earning less than

$6 (the standard show-up fee) are paid $6 for their time. Subjects earned an average of

$24.85 overall.
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VI DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Each subject plays ten games, each against three different opponents, for a total of thirty

game-play observations per subject. We employ three signals (T = {τLO,τ0,τHI}) indi-

cating whether the current opponent has the lowest quiz score, is randomly selected,

or has the highest quiz score. As in CGC06 (and others), we focus on the case where

ν(k)(k−1) = 1 for all k > 0 and σ0
i

is uniform over S i. The games are chosen so that

the estimated levels (or, at least, players’ relative rankings of levels) are fairly robust

to these assumptions. Furthermore, the guessing game parameters are chosen from

among the CGC06 parameters to maximize the distance between any two levels’ pre-

dicted strategy choices; this helps to minimize the error in subjects’ level estimates.

To each subject i, signal τ, and set of games G ⊆ Γ we can estimate a level k i(G,τ)

using a simple maximum-likelihood approach that follows closely CGC06. Specifically,

for each level k we define a likelihood function L(siγτ|k,λ,ε) that follows a logistic re-

sponse with sensitivity λ≥ 0 based on ν(k) with a ‘spike’ of size ε ∈ [0,1] at sk
iγ

, if sk
iγ

is

well-defined.

Formally, let s̄iγτ be the value of siγτ rounded to the nearest integer, and let I i(siγτ, k)

be an indicator function that equals one if s̄iγτ = sk
iγ

, where sk
i

denotes the Level-k strat-

egy for player i in game γ.17 I i(siγτ, k) equals zero otherwise. Thus, I i(siγ,τ, k) = 1 indi-

cates that i played exactly the Level-k strategy, allowing for rounding. The likelihood

function for k 6= 0 is then given by

L(siγτ|k,λ,ε)= ε I i(siγτ, k)+ (1−ε)(1− I i(siγτ, k))





exp
(

λ
∑

κ u i(siγτ,σκ
j
)ν(k)(κ)

)

∫

Si
exp

(

λ
∑

κ u i(zi,σκ
j
)ν(k)(κ)

)

dzi



 .

For k = 0 we set L(siγτ|0,λ,ε) equal to σ0
iγ

, which is assumed to be the uniform distribu-

tion over S i.

For any set of games G ⊆Γ, denote i’s strategies given signal τ by siGτ = (siγ,τ)γ∈G . For

each level k ∈N0 ∪ {N}, the maximum likelihood of observing siGτ is given by

L∗(siGτ|k)= max
λ>0,ε∈[0,1]

∏

γ∈G

L(siγτ|k,λ,ε).

In practice, we search over a non-uniform grid of 122 possible values for λ and a uniform

grid of 19 possible values for ε. The maximum-likelihood level for these observations is

then given by

k i(G,τ)= arg max
k∈N0∪{N}

L∗(siGτ|k).

17All strategies are integers in the undercutting games, in which case s̄iγτ = siγτ.
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Our games and our model of noisy play are such that the maximum-likelihood level is

generically unique. Given that levels greater than three are very rarely observed in past

data, we only calculate likelihood values for k ∈ {0,1,2,3, N}.

We consider two types of analyses. First, we estimate for each subject one level

for all undercutting games (G = {1, . . .,4}) and another level for all undercutting games

(G = {5, . . .,10}). This enables us to compare stability of levels across families of games.

This pooling of several games per estimate also matches the standard procedure for

estimating levels in the literature. Second, we estimate for each subject a level in ev-

ery game (G = {γ}). This enables us to compare stability of levels within each family of

games. 18 In the appendix we also explore intermediate cases where two or three games

per estimate are used.

As a robustness check, we apply our procedure to CGC06’s data, pooling all games to

generate a single estimated level per subject (as in their paper), and find exact subject-

by-subject agreement between our estimated levels and theirs. For the case of |G| = 1,

we also estimate levels in the guessing games by eliminating ε and I i(siγτ, k), setting

λ= 1.33 (the average estimated value of λ in CGC06 using only subjects’ guesses), and

then assigning a k to each observation as described above. Under this new procedure,

85.5% of observations receive the same level assignment as in our original procedure.

Roughly half of the observations whose level changes became Level-0 observations, im-

plying their likelihood value simply falls below the uniform distribution likelihood. None

of the key results of the paper change under these alternative estimates.

VII RESULTS

Result 1: Aggregate Distributions of Levels

The distribution of levels for each game is shown in Table II, along with the distributions

of levels when all undercutting games are pooled, and when all guessing games are

pooled. We also take the single-game estimates and provide in Figure VI the average

distribution for all ten games, the four undercutting games, and the six guessing games.

These distributions represent fairly typical distributions of estimated levels: Level-0 is

observed fairly infrequently, Level-1 is the modal type, and higher levels are observed

less frequently. The distribution for guessing games is similar to the distribution found

18In this case ki(G,τ) represents an assignment rule rather than an econometric estimate since only one
observation is used for each ‘estimate’ and no standard errors can be calculated.
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Game L0 L1 L2 L3 Nash
UG1 7.76% 32.76% 19.83% 10.34% 29.31%
UG2 7.76% 32.76% 22.41% 7.76% 29.31%
UG3 5.17% 27.59% 18.10% 5.17% 43.97%
UG4 6.03% 31.03% 29.31% 5.17% 28.45%

UGs Pooled 4.31% 28.45% 26.72% 5.17% 35.34%
GG5 6.03% 70.69% 9.48% 12.07% 1.72%
GG6 0.86% 65.52% 17.24% 11.21% 5.17%
GG7 43.10% 37.07% 13.79% 1.72% 4.31%
GG8 6.90% 39.66% 24.14% 21.55% 7.76%
GG9 5.17% 42.24% 23.28% 4.31% 25.00%

GG10 9.48% 38.79% 24.14% 19.83% 7.76%
GGs Pooled 1.72% 50.00% 10.34% 10.34% 27.59%

TABLE II. Frequency of levels in each game, and when pooling each fam-
ily of games.

L0 L1 L2 L3 N
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
All Games

L0 L1 L2 L3 N

Undercutting Games

L0 L1 L2 L3 N

Guessing Games

FIGURE VI. Distributions of (single-game) levels, aggregated across all
ten games, the four undercutting games, and the six guessing games.

by CGC06 (see Section VIII). We do find that Nash (and higher-than-Level-3) play in

our undercutting games is noticeably higher than what is found in most other games.
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L1 L2 L3 Nash Sum
GG5 8.6% 0% 0% 0.9% 9.5%
GG6 7.8% 1.7% 0% 2.6% 12.1%
GG7 14.7% 0.9% 0% 1.7% 17.2%
GG8 1.7% 0% 0% 6.0% 7.8%
GG9 6.3% 2.6% 0% 20.7% 29.3%

GG10 4.3% 5.2% 0% 0% 9.5%
Average 7.2% 1.7% 0% 5.3% 14.22%

TABLE III. Frequency of exact conformity with the Level-k predictions in
the guessing games.

Within the family of undercutting games, the distribution of types is generally stable

across games. In all four games, there is a high proportion of L1, L2 and Nash behavior,

and relatively little behavior corresponding to L0 and L3.19

Within the guessing games, however, distributions of levels vary substantially from

one game to the next. For example, the fraction of Level-0 play jumps from 0.68% in

guessing game 6 (GG6) to 43.10% in GG7. The fraction of Level-1 play nearly doubles

from GG7 to GG5. Nash play ranges from 1.72% in GG5 to 25% in GG9. This suggests

that either the Level-k model lacks descriptive power in these games, or else players’

levels shift substantially between games.

Result 2: Exact Hits in Guessing Games

Table III reports the percentage of guessing game observations that exactly conform to

one of the four (non-zero) levels’ predictions, after rounding. In total, 14.22% of obser-

vations conform exactly to one of these four levels. This is clearly greater than the 0.7%

frequency which would occur if actions were random with a uniform distribution. The

most frequently-observed exact hit is the Level-1 action, in which players best respond

to the midpoint of their opponent’s interval. Nash actions are observed slightly less fre-

quently, though the bulk of these observations come from GG9, where the Nash action

is the lower endpoint of the players’ strategy space.

An exact-hit rate of 14.22% indicates that, if the Level-k model is descriptive in these

games, a relatively high frequency of of ‘trembling’ is necessary to organize our data. In

the 86% of observations without exact hits, the logistic likelihood function must be used

to identify a player’s type. When pooling all six guessing games, only 14.7% of subjects

19Level-0 is necessarily under-counted here, since a proportion of all observed actions should be coming
from Level-0 players. Although this cannot be corrected at an individual level, the aggregate frequency
can be adjusted. The result simply shifts mass uniformly from the higher levels down to L0.
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had multiple exact hits on any given level; the level of the remaining 85.3% must be

estimated via the logistic likelihood function. Consequently, the Level-k predictions

depend on the exact econometric specification of trembles.

By contrast, 48.9% of the observations in CGC06’s data exactly correspond to one of

the four levels’ predictions. Given similarities in experimental designs and subject pools,

we conjecture that this difference is due to differences in experimental instructions and

their use of a best-response understanding test; we discuss these procedural differences

in Section VIII.

Visualizing Model Fit in Guessing Games

The fit of the Level-k model in a given guessing game can be visualized by plotting a

histogram of actions along with likelihood functions for each of the five possible levels.

This is done for each game in Figure VII. For simplicity, the likelihood functions are all

plotted assuming λ = 1 and ε = 0. The label for each level appears below its likelihood

function’s peak, and the Level-0 likelihood appears simply as a uniform distribution over

the strategy space. The range of dominated strategies for each game (if any) appears as

a dashed line labeled DOM. For any action on the horizontal axis, the assigned level is

that whose likelihood function is greatest at that point, given that λ is chosen optimally

for each level.

Before analyzing fit, we note two mathematical regularities that arise with the lo-

gistic specification. First, the Level-1 likelihood function is much flatter than that of

the higher levels. This is because its beliefs are uniform, making deviations from per-

fect best response less costly in terms of expected loss to the player. Higher levels, by

contrast, have degenerate beliefs. Deviations from best response are significantly more

costly. If one estimates the Level-k model with randomly-generated data, the Level-1

type will typically be the modal type because of this discrepancy. In other words, the

fact that many authors identify the Level-1 type is the most frequently-observed could

be an artifact of the logistic specification.

Second, levels whose actions are at the boundary of the strategy space receive nearly

double the likelihood for nearby strategies than do levels with interior actions. This is

because the trembles beyond the boundary are truncated, and the truncated probabil-

ity mass is distributed among strategies within the boundaries. For example, in GG8,

players who choose actions closer to the Level-3 prediction may still be categorized as

Nash types because the Nash likelihood function is amplified by truncation much more

than the Level-3 likelihood function. Similar phenomena occur in GG7 and GG9. This
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FIGURE VII. Histograms of actions in each guessing game, with likeli-
hood functions for each level (assuming λ= 1).

is visible in Figure VII. Since Nash types are the only types whose predictions lie at the

boundaries, random data will generate relatively larger frequencies of Nash types than

Level-3 types. Again, this is consistent with our results.

If the Level-k model fits well, peaks in the histograms should align with peaks in the

likelihood functions. Quality of fit clearly differs by game, as was shown in the game-

by-game estimated level distributions in Table II. The high proportion of Level-0 types

in GG7 is due to players whose action lies in the upper half of the strategy space, while

all levels’ predictions lie in the lower half. The large frequency of Level-1 types in GG5

comes from that type having a flat likelihood function that captures several peaks in the

data. The jump in Nash types in GG9 is due to a large number of players choosing the

lower endpoint of the strategy space. If these players are truly using equilibrium logic,
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From ↓ To → L0 L1 L2 L3 Nash
L0 43.0% 22.6% 7.5% 9.7% 17.2%
L1 4.9% 59.7% 14.6% 4.4% 16.4%
L2 2.2% 20.2% 57.1% 9.0% 11.5%
L3 9.1% 19.2% 28.3% 18.2% 25.3%

Nash 3.5% 15.6% 7.9% 5.5% 67.5%

Overall 6.7% 31.0% 22.4% 7.1% 32.8%
TABLE IV. Markov transition between single-game levels within the four
undercutting games.

From ↓ To → L0 L1 L2 L3 Nash
L0 8.7% 48.2% 18.1% 12.3% 12.8%
L1 11.7% 53.1% 16.8% 11.2% 7.1%
L2 11.5% 44.2% 27.4% 10.0% 6.9%
L3 12.4% 46.6% 15.9% 13.2% 12.0%

Nash 17.7% 40.3% 15.0% 16.3% 10.7%
Overall 11.9% 49.0% 18.7% 11.8% 8.6%

TABLE V. Markov transition between single-game levels within the six
guessing games.

From ↓ To → L0 L1 L2 L3 Nash
L0 0.0% 60.0% 0.0% 20.0% 20.0%
L1 6.1% 42.4% 6.1% 9.1% 36.4%
L2 0.0% 51.6% 16.1% 9.7% 22.6%
L3 0.0% 33.3% 33.3% 0.0% 33.3%

Nash 0.0% 56.1% 7.3% 12.2% 24.4%
Overall 1.7% 50.0% 10.3% 10.3% 27.6%

TABLE VI. Markov transitions from the pooled undercutting games to the
pooled guessing games.

then most are only doing so in this one game; the frequency of Nash play is much lower

in the other five games.

Result 3: Persistence of Absolute Levels

Subjects’ levels are fairly stable within the family of undercutting games: Thirty-nine

percent of the subjects play the same level in all four undercutting games, and 63 percent

play the same level in at least three of the four games. The distribution of levels for these

‘stable’ players is similar to the aggregate distribution of levels from Figure VI. In the

guessing games, however, only six percent play the same level in all six games, and only
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37 percent (43 subjects) play the same level in at least four of the six games. Of those 43

subjects, 37 are assigned the Level-1 type, five are assigned the Level-2 type, and one is

assigned the Level-3 type in at least four games.

To examine the hypothesis that levels are constant across games (k i(γ,τ0) = k i(γ′,τ0)

for all γ and γ′), we generate a Markov transition matrix by selecting all pairs of games

(played against random opponents) and, for each level of one game, calculating the fre-

quency with which a subject moves to each level in the other game. Tables IV and

V show these transition matrices for the single-game levels in the undercutting and

guessing games, respectively. Clearly, players’ levels are more stable in the undercut-

ting games than in the guessing games. In fact, Level-1 acts as an absorbing state in

the guessing games. The last row of Table V shows that this result is consistent with

levels in each game being independent random draws from the overall distribution of

estimated levels (see Figure VI).

As a measure of the stability of levels across games, consider the prediction accuracy

of the Level-k model assuming k i is constant. This is simply the probability that a

player plays the same level in two different games. We refer to this probability as the

constant-level prediction accuracy, or CLPA. Mathematically, the CLPA equals the main

diagonal of the Markov matrix weighted by the overall probability of each level. If types

are constant then the main diagonal entries are all one, as is the CLPA. If types are

randomly drawn then each row of the Markov matrix equals the overall distribution,

and so the CLPA is simply the sum of squared overall probabilities.

In the undercutting games, the overall frequencies of the levels (given in the last

row of Table IV) would imply a CLPA of 26.3% if types were randomly drawn. In fact

we observe a CLPA of 57.6%, indicating substantially stronger predictive power than

if types were purely random, though still far from the 100% CLPA if levels were truly

constant.

To test whether these data yield prediction accuracy greater than that of randomly-

drawn levels, we generate 10,000 samples of randomly-drawn levels, with each sample

drawn independently using the overall distribution from Table IV. For each sample we

calculate the CLPA, generating an approximate distribution of CLPA values under the

null hypothesis of random levels.20 The maximum CLPA among the random samples

is 33.7%—far less than the observed 57.6%—so we conclude that the null hypothesis is

rejected in the undercutting games with a p-value of less than 0.001.

20The Monte Carlo simulations use the same number of players as in our experiments. In each game,
the distribution of randomly-drawn levels is taken to be the overall distribution of levels for the family of
games. Each draw of each level in each game is independent.
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Levels are far less persistent in the guessing games (Table V). The realized prediction

accuracy (CLPA) is 34.7%. The expected CLPA under randomly-drawn levels is 31.1%.

A 10,000-sample Monte Carlo simulation of randomly-generated levels rejects the null

hypothesis that the realized CLPA was generated by randomly-drawn levels, with a p-

value of 0.003. The absolute magnitude of the difference (34.7% versus 31.1%), however,

implies little real gain in predictive accuracy over the assumption of random levels.

When comparing the pooled undercutting game levels to the pooled guessing game

levels (Table VI), the CLPA drops to 27.3%, which is actually less than the 29.4% CLPA

under the null hypothesis of independent, randomly-drawn levels. In other words, a

slight negative correlation is observed in these data. The null is clearly not rejected

(p-value 0.68).

The cross-game (or cross-family) correlations can be also be tested statistically for

any pair of games by calculating the Cramér correlation coefficient for categorical data

(see Siegel and Castellan, 1988, p.225) and comparing it against the null hypothesis of

independently-drawn levels, which would give an expected Cramér correlation of zero.

For the four undercutting games there are 6 possible unique game pairs in which to test

cross-game correlations, each giving a different p-value. The smallest of these correla-

tions is 0.366, with a p-value less than 0.001. The hypothesis of independently-drawn

levels is clearly rejected, regardless of which pair of games is used. For the six guess-

ing games there are 15 possible game pairs to test. Of those, 11 give p-values above

0.05, where the null hypothesis of independently-drawn types would not be rejected.21

Evidence for cross-game correlations appears weak, and limited only to certain pairs of

games.

When comparing between the two families of games using pooled-game estimates

(Table VI), the null hypothesis of independently-drawn types again cannot be rejected,

with a Cramér correlation of only 0.177 and a p-value of 0.562. Thus, it is reasonable to

model a player’s level in the pooled guessing games as being independent of their type

in the pooled undercutting games.

We conclude that estimated levels can reasonably be modeled as constant within cer-

tain families of similar games, but not within other families. This suggests that Level-k

thinking is applied robustly in some settings, but not in others. Little guidance is cur-

rently available as to which families of games will trigger the Level-k heuristic and

which will not. In short, using a player’s level in one game to predict their action in

21The four guessing-game pairs where independence is rejected are {5,7}, {5,8}, {6,7}, and {7,10}. The
p-values in these tests are clearly not independent, and therefore cannot be aggregated to form a single
hypothesis test.
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Data iid Levels
Undercutting Games

Switch Frequency: 13.2% 27.1%
Non-Switch Frequency: 45.3% 27.1%

Switch Ratio: 0.29 1.00
Guessing Games

Switch Frequency: 19.9% 23.8%
Non-Switch Frequency: 22.2% 23.8%

Switch Ratio: 0.89 1.00
Pooled UGs vs. Pooled GGs

Switch Frequency: 25.0% 24.9%
Non-Switch Frequency: 22.7% 24.9%

Switch Ratio: 1.10 1.00
TABLE VII. Observed frequency with which two players’ levels strictly
switch their ordering, compared to the expected frequency under indepen-
dent, randomly-drawn levels.

another may be a futile exercise without further information about how the Level-k

heuristic is triggered.

Result 4: Persistence of Relative Levels

To examine the frequency with which the ordinal ranking of players’ levels changes

between games, we consider each possible pair of two games and each possible pair

of two players and measure the frequency with which the strictly higher-level player

in one game becomes the strictly lower-level player in another (k i(γ,τ) > k j(γ,τ) but

k i(γ′,τ) < k j(γ′,τ)). We refer to this as the ‘switch frequency’. This is compared against

the ‘non-switch frequency’, which captures the frequency with which the same player

has a strictly higher level in both games (k i(γ,τ)> k j(γ,τ) and k i(γ′,τ)> k j(γ′,τ)). These

will typically sum to less than one, since observations where the two players have the

same level in either game are excluded. The ‘switch ratio’ is the switch frequency divided

by the non-switch frequency; this has an expected value of one under the null hypothesis

of independently-drawn levels. Under the Level-k model with stable relative levels, the

ratio will equal zero.22

22In practice, the switch ratio would not exactly equal zero since some Level-0 players would be incorrectly
identified as higher-level players. This misallocation of levels would occur randomly, generating some
apparent switching in the levels when none truly exists. Our simulations suggest the actual switch ratio
would be around 0.09 using our overall level distributions; see the appendix for details.
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The switch frequency, non-switch frequency, and switch ratio are reported in Table

VII for the four undercutting games, the six guessing games, and when comparing the

pooled undercutting games to the pooled guessing games. The last column shows the

predicted values under the null hypothesis of independently-drawn levels.

Since absolute levels in the undercutting games are fairly stable, we expect similar

persistence in subjects’ relative levels. This is the case: Non-switching pairs are ob-

served more than three times more frequently than switching pairs, giving a switch

ratio of 0.29. In one thousand Monte Carlo simulations of switch ratios for randomly-

generated levels (using the undercutting game single-game distributions), the smallest

observed switch ratio is 0.77, indicating a clear rejection of the null hypothesis at a 0.001

level.

In the guessing games, however, switching occurs nearly as frequently as non-switching,

with a switch ratio of 0.89. The Monte Carlo simulation of one thousand switch ratios us-

ing randomly-drawn levels from the single-game distributions yields a marginal p-value

of exactly 0.05. Thus, we do not conclusively reject the null hypothesis of randomly-

drawn levels in the guessing games when comparing switch ratios.

When the families of games are pooled to generate a single level estimate per family,

switching actually occurs more frequently than non-switching. In other words, if Anne

exhibits a higher level than Bob in the (pooled) undercutting games, then in the guess-

ing games it is more likely that Bob will exhibit the higher level. In our Monte Carlo

simulation with randomly-drawn levels, only 2.3% of simulated switch ratios exceeded

1.10. We can therefore reject the null hypothesis of independently-drawn levels in favor

of negatively correlated relative levels. This is consistent with our earlier observation

that absolute levels are negatively correlated across families of games.

Overall, we conclude that no extra predictive power is gained by considering relative

levels instead of absolute levels. Assuming k i is constant for each subject performs

roughly as well as assuming the ordering of k i across subjects is constant.

Result 5: Using Quizzes to Predict Levels

Each subject took five quizzes: an IQ quiz, the Eye Gaze quiz, a memory quiz, the Cog-

nitive Reflection Test (CRT), and a one-player Takeover Game. Observed correlations

between scores on the various quizzes are surprisingly weak. IQ, memory, and CRT

scores all appear to be positively correlated, though their estimated Spearman rank cor-

relation coefficients all have p-values between 0.05 and 0.10. No other correlations are

statistically significant.
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Const. IQ EyeGaze Memory CRT Takeover
Coefficient 39.179 0.620 0.250 -0.275 0.679 -0.229

p-value (<0.001) (0.204) (0.318) (0.215) (0.002) (0.261)
TABLE VIII. Regression of expected earnings on the five quiz scores.
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FIGURE VIII. Box plots of total expected earnings distributions for each
level, using estimated levels from the pooled undercutting games and es-
timated levels from the pooled guessing games.

For each subject we calculate their expected earnings in each game when playing their

chosen action against the frequency distribution of actions of all possible opponents in

that game.23 The correlation between subjects’ total expected earnings across all ten

games and the sum of their five quiz scores is positive but not statistically significant

(Spearman correlation of 0.172 with p-value 0.064). Regressing total expected earnings

on each quiz (Table VIII) reveals that only the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) score is

correlated with expected earnings.

Although higher levels may appear to be more sophisticated, they do not earn more

money. Indeed, Level-2 is the most profitable type since most subjects are estimated

23Here, ‘all possible opponents’ refers to all 115 other subjects, not just those in the same session.
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FIGURE IX. Box plots of quiz scores for each estimated level in the pooled
undercutting games. p-values in parentheses are for Kruskal-Walis tests
that all levels generate the same distribution of quiz scores.

to be Level-1 players. This is clear in Figure VIII, regardless of whether levels are

estimated from undercutting games or guess games.

We now ask whether quiz scores can predict estimated levels. We focus here on levels

estimated from the pooled families of games; results from individual-game level anal-

yses are qualitatively similar. For each type of quiz, we first perform a Kruskal-Wallis

test of the null hypothesis that all five levels’ quiz scores are drawn from the same dis-

tribution. If this null hypothesis is rejected for some type of quiz, then that quiz can be

used to differentiate at least one of the five estimated levels. In that case we perform a

mutlinomial logistic regression of levels on that particular quiz score to see which lev-

els have significantly different scores. Since multinomial logistic regressions require an

omitted level against which all others are compared, one single regression is not useful
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Eye Gaze Score vs L-0 vs L-1 vs L-2 vs L-3 vs N
Level-0 −− -0.311 -0.821 -0.865 -0.643

(n=5) (0.223) (0.006) (0.048) (0.020)

Level-1 0.311 −− -0.510 -0.553 -0.332

(n=33) (0.223) (0.011) (0.143) (0.048)

Level-2 0.821 0.510 −− -0.044 0.178
(n=31) (0.006) (0.011) (0.909) (0.361)

Level-3 0.865 0.553 0.044 −− 0.222
(n=6) (0.048) (0.143) (0.909) (0.554)
Nash 0.643 0.332 -0.178 -0.222 −−

(n=41) (0.020) (0.048) (0.361) (0.554)
TABLE IX. Multinomial logit regression coefficient estimates of Eye Gaze
quiz scores on pooled undercutting game levels. Each column represents
a regression with a different omitted category.

in analyzing all possible comparisons. We therefore report the coefficient estimates from

all five possible regressions, where each regression omits a different level.24

Figure IX shows a box plot of the distribution of each quiz score for each of the five

estimated levels in the pooled undercutting games. The p-values of the Kruskal-Wallis

tests for each quiz type appear in parentheses at the top of the graph. We find signifi-

cant differences across levels only for the Eye Gaze quiz, where Levels 0 and 1 appear

to perform worse. The multinomial logistic regression results (Table IX) confirm that

Level-0 Eye Gaze scores are significantly lower than those of Levels 2, 3, and Nash, and

that Level-1 scores are significantly lower than Level-2 or Nash scores.

The Eye Gaze correlation with Level 0 and Level 1 play has intuitive appeal: Poor per-

formance in the Eye Gaze quiz is diagnostic of adult autism (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997),

and autism is often characterized by a lack of ‘Theory of Mind’ (Baron-Cohen, 1990),

meaning autistic people fail to recognize that others behave in response to conscious

thought. This suggests that they are unlikely to consider others’ beliefs and strategies

in games and are therefore more likely to play low-level actions.

Figure X reports the score distributions for levels estimated from the six pooled guess-

ing games. The Kruskal-Wallis tests indicate that the CRT has some power in predicting

subjects’ levels. Specifically, the multinomial logistic regressions (Table X) indicate that

Level 2 can be distinguished from the two higher levels, but not from the two lower

levels.

24These five regressions are not meant to be treated as independent tests; rather, reporting them all
provides a better view of what is essentially one regression. Using multinomial regression does control
for the multiple comparisons within the regression (i.e., within each column).
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FIGURE X. Box plots of quiz scores for each estimated level in the pooled
guessing games. p-values in parentheses are for Kruskal-Walis tests that
all levels generate the same distribution of quiz scores.

The correlation between CRT scores and levels is not so transparent, however, given

the correlations with expected earnings. The pattern of subjects’ expected earnings

across levels is hump-shaped (see the right half of Figure VIII). And expected earn-

ings are highly correlated with CRT scores (Table VIII). Thus, it is natural that the

pattern of subjects’ CRT scores across levels also be hump-shaped.

This three-way correlation allows for multiple interpretations. It may be that the

Level-k model i truly descriptive, and CRT scores have a true non-monotonic relation-

ship with strategic sophistication. The linear correlation with expected earnings then

comes mechanically from the fact that Level-2 players earn more because the modal sub-

ject is a Level-1 type. Alternatively, it may be that the Level-k model is not descriptive,

and CRT scores have a true positive relationship with expected earnings. Since most

subjects are categorized as Level-1 types (due to its flat likelihood function), subjects
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CRT Score vs L-0 vs L-1 vs L-2 vs L-3 vs N
Level-0 −− -2.730 -2.883 -2.574 -2.607

(n=2) (0.824) (0.815) (0.834) (0.832)
Level-1 2.730 −− -0.153 0.156 0.123
(n=58) (0.824) (0.098) (0.133) (0.072)

Level-2 2.883 0.153 −− 0.310 0.277

(n=12) (0.815) (0.098) (0.018) (0.008)

Level-3 2.574 -0.156 -0.310 −− -0.033
(n=12) (0.834) (0.133) (0.018) (0.766)
Nash 2.607 -0.123 -0.277 0.033 −−

(n=32) (0.832) (0.072) (0.008) (0.766)
TABLE X. Multinomial logit regression coefficient estimates of CRT quiz
scores on pooled guessing game levels. Each column represents a regres-
sion with a different omitted category.

with the highest CRT scores (who maximize expected earnings) tend to look as though

they are best responding to the Level-1 type. They are therefore classified as Level-2.

Other subjects with average CRT scores may be randomly classified as Level-3 or Nash

types. The resulting relationship between CRT scores and levels is hump-shaped, as is

observed.

We perform similar analyses for game-by-game levels, and the results are consistent

with the pooled-game results. In the guessing games, players that play the Level-1

action in at least three of four games have lower Eye Gaze scores than Levels 0, 2, and

Nash. They also have higher Takeover Game scores than Levels 0 and Nash. In the

guessing games none of the quizzes are diagnostic of levels; the Kruskal-Wallis p-value

for the CRT is 0.082 (with subjects estimated to be Level-2 in a majority of games scoring

the highest), and greater than 0.15 for all other quizzes.

Result 6: Responsiveness to Signals About Opponents

In each game each subject is asked to choose a strategy against a randomly-selected

opponent, against the person in the room (other than themselves) with the highest total

quiz score, and the person in the room (other than themselves) with the lowest total quiz

score. Although quiz scores are not strongly related to levels of play—and the relation-

ship certainly is not linear—they are correlated with total earnings, so we hypothesize

that subjects treat quiz scores as proxies for strategic sophistication.25 In other words,

25Many subjects’ responses to a debriefing questionnaire confirm this hypothesis.
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FIGURE XI. Level distributions by opponent in the pooled undercutting games.

information about quiz scores serves as a signal τi about the expected level of one’s oppo-

nent. How subjects respond to their opponents’ characteristics provides another possible

testable prediction for the Level-k model.

Figure XI shows the histogram of estimated levels in the pooled undercutting games

for each of the three opponents. Subjects appear to increase their level of reasoning

against stronger opponents. In particular, Level-1 and Level-2 types become less fre-

quent and Nash types more frequent when playing against opponents with higher quiz

scores. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests for differences between distributions confirm

that the distribution of levels is significantly different between the low-score and high-

score opponent (p-value of 0.039), though not significantly different between the low-

score and random opponents (p-value of 0.863) or between the random and high-score

opponents (p-value of 0.541).

Using game-by-game estimates of levels in the undercutting games gives similar re-

sults, with the comparison between low-score and random opponents now being signifi-

cant (p-value of 0.019).

We next ask whether quizzes predict the magnitude of adjustment. Using the pooled

undercutting games, we measure for each subject the difference between their estimated

level against a high-scoring opponent and their estimated level against a low-scoring
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FIGURE XII. For each k, the percentage of Level-k subjects in pooled un-
dercutting games who do not change levels in response to opponent types.

opponent. This difference is then regressed on the five quiz scores. No regression coef-

ficients are found to be significantly different from zero. Thus, quizzes fail to measure

the propensity to adjust play against stronger opponents.

Looking at which subjects do not shift strategies yields more informative results. For

each k, we calculate the fraction of Level-k players in the pooled undercutting games

whose levels do not shift in response to differing opponents. We refer to these as stable

players. The percentage of stable players for each k are shown in Figure XII. If play-

ers’ levels are constrained by their capacities, we should expect that low-level players

are more likely to have low capacities, and therefore are more likely to appear as stable

players. The data is consistent with this hypothesis for Level-1 through Level-3. Nash

types, however, are the most stable. For the capacity-constrained Level-k model to hold,

it must be that these players all have high enough capacities so that their chosen level is

always greater than four. Such high levels are rarely observed in the literature, suggest-

ing that these players are more likely ‘stubborn Nash’ types who play Nash equilibrium

strategies regardless of the opponent.26 Thus, there may exist heterogeneity amongst

players in the heuristics that they apply.

Similar analyses in the pooled guessing games (Figure XIII) yields no systematic pat-

tern across opponents. None of the three K-S tests for differences show significant dif-

ferences in distributions (p-values of 0.346, 0.438, and 0.938 for the low-vs-random,

26Many authors have included Nash types in heterogeneous behavioral models, but the observation of
stubbornness is, to our knowledge, novel.
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FIGURE XIII. Level distributions by opponent in the pooled guessing games.

random-vs-high, and low-vs-high comparisons, respectively). Using game-by-game esti-

mates yields three virtually identical histograms with K-S test p-values all very close to

one.

In summary, we do see some subjects adjusting their realized levels against different

opponents, indicating some responsiveness to signals about opponents, but neither the

observed levels nor the quiz scores are useful in predicting which subjects will make this

adjustment.

Result 7: The Persistence of Players’ Ordering of Games

An alternative identifying restriction one might impose on the Level-k model is that

the ranking of games be consistent between players. Formally, this would require that

if k i(γ,τ) ≥ k i(γ′,τ) for some i and γ then k j(γ,τ) ≥ k j(γ′,τ) for all j. In this way the

Level-k model could be thought of as providing a measure of (relative) game difficulty or

complexity.

Table XI shows the frequency with which a randomly-drawn pair of players changes

levels in the same direction when moving between two randomly-chosen games, or in

the opposite direction. These frequencies do not sum to one since pairs where at least

one player does not switch levels between games are excluded. The reported frequencies
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Frequency i.i.d. Prob.
Undercutting Games

Both change in same direction: 9.6% 27.1%
Both change in opposite directions: 8.5% 27.1%

Opposite/same ratio: 0.884 1.00
Guessing Games

Both change in same direction: 26.6% 23.8%
Both change in opposite directions: 16.5% 23.8%

Opposite/same ratio: 0.618 1.00
Pooled UGs vs. Pooled GGs

Both change in same direction: 27.0% 24.9%
Both change in opposite directions: 29.1% 24.9%

Opposite/same ratio: 0.929 1.00
TABLE XI. Observed frequency of game-rank switching among random
pairs of subjects between randomly-drawn games, compared to the ex-
pected frequency under independently-drawn (i.i.d.) types.

are compared against the expected frequencies if levels were drawn independently from

the empirical distribution of types.

In the undercutting games we find some support for stability of game orderings. It is

more likely that players switch levels in the same direction between games, as opposed

to in the opposite direction. A Monte Carlo simulation with 1,000 samples show that

the ratio of switch directions is not consistent with the null hypothesis of independently-

drawn levels, with a p-value of 0.026. Although this result is statistically significant,

its usefulness is tempered by the fact that the vast majority of pairs have at least one

player maintaining the same level between games. Thus, a fairly large sample of behav-

ior would be needed to rank games based on observed levels. Analyzing the game-by-

game directions of shifts indicates that UG3 is ‘easier’ than the other three undercutting

games. This is also evident from the fact that UG3 has substantially more Nash play

than the others. The relative ranks of the other three games is ambiguous. Thus, the

ability to rank the undercutting games seems to stem entirely from UG3.

Although the ratio of switch directions is lower in the guessing games, we cannot re-

ject the null hypothesis that the ratio of switch directions was generated by independently-

drawn levels. This occurs because the level distributions vary more across guessing

games, so the variance of switch directions under the null hypothesis is much larger. A

1,000-sample Monte Carlo simulation yields a p-value of 0.070.
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The same techniques can be used to rank the pooled undercutting games against the

pooled guessing games. Here, the ratio of switch directions is 0.929, which is not sig-

nificantly different from one under the null hypothesis (Monte Carlo p-value of 0.380).

Thus, the two families of games cannot be clearly ranked using estimated levels.

VIII COMPARISON WITH CGC06

The two-person guessing games used in our experiment were taken from Costa-Gomes

and Crawford (2006). In this section we compare our results to their ‘Baseline’ and ‘Open

Boxes’ data to identify any significant differences. We first use our maximum-likelihood

procedure on their raw data to generate levels for each subject in each game, and then

repeat all of the above analyses on those levels. Unlike CGC06, we allow for Level-0

types (which account for 9.06% of our data and 9.16% of theirs) but exclude dominance

and sophisticated types (which occur in 9.09% of their data).27

To our knowledge, there are two notable differences between our experimental design

and theirs.28 First, CGC06 ran their experiments using students from University of

California, San Diego and University of York who were enrolled in quantitative courses

but did not have extensive training in game theory. Our subjects were taken from a

pool of Ohio State University undergraduate students, many of whom are economics

majors. We did not select or filter subjects based on their major or courses. In neither

experiment did a subject participate in more than one session. Both subject pools appear

to be standard within the experimental economics literature.

Second, and perhaps most importantly, the instructions and pre-experiment proce-

dures were substantially different between the experiments. CGC06’s subjects read

through 19 screens of instructions that included a four-question ‘understanding test’

in which subjects were required to calculate best-response strategies to hypothetical

choices of their opponent, as well as their opponent’s best-response strategies to their

own hypothetical choices. For example, subjects were asked: “If s/he guesses 500, which

of your guesses earns you the most points?”, and “If you guess 400, which of her/his

27As a robustness check, we use our program to estimate a single level for each subject across all 16
games, as in CGC06, and verify that our level estimates match theirs for every subject, excluding those
levels and types that are not common between the two studies.
28Certainly other small factors may have influenced behavior, including the exact layout of information
on the computer screen, the disposition of the experimenter proctoring the experiment, the room in which
the experiment was run, et cetera. Given the similarities between the way information was presented on
the computer, we expect these to have only second-order effects on behavior, we have no prior expectation
about the direction of any such effects, and, in most cases, we have no measure of these differences
between experiments.
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FIGURE XIV. Aggregate level distributions across all standard guessing
games in our data and in CGC06.

guesses earns her/him the most points?”. Any subject who failed to answer the four

questions correctly was not allowed to participate in the experiment.

Our instructions consisted of five printed pages and only informed subjects of how

their payoffs are calculated. We did not explicitly ask subjects to calculate best re-

sponses (nor opponents’ best responses) and we required no test of understanding before

proceeding to the experiment.29 Given the relatively similar subject pools, we expect any

differences in behavior between these studies to stem mainly from the instructions and

the best-response understanding test.

As seen in Figure XIV, our aggregate distribution of levels among guessing games

(estimated game-by-game) looks similar to CGC06, though with fewer Level-2 subjects.

Both distributions look typical among the existing Level-k literature. But, as in our

data, the game-by-game histograms of levels features a large degree of heterogeneity

(Table XII). In games 2–8, for example, we see no Nash types, while in game 13 over

20% of the observations are consistent with the Nash type. Level-1 play varies from

21.59% (game 2) to 73.86% (game 5). These 16 games are ordered by their ‘structure’—

as defined by CGC06—where lower-numbered games require fewer rounds of dominance

elimination to solve the equilibrium, among other considerations. None of the five levels’

29We chose this to simplify procedures and make the instructions more concise. Our assessment was
that best responses are sufficiently transparent in the guessing games, since minimizing guess error also
maximizes payoffs.
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Game L0 L1 L2 L3 Nash
1 7.95% 47.73% 12.50% 19.32% 12.50%
2 14.77% 21.59% 45.45% 18.18% 0.00%
3 14.77% 55.68% 18.18% 11.36% 0.00%
4 14.77% 35.23% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00%
5 14.77% 73.86% 4.55% 6.82% 0.00%
6 7.95% 54.55% 37.50% 0.00% 0.00%
7 9.09% 62.50% 26.14% 2.27% 0.00%
8 5.68% 71.59% 20.45% 2.27% 0.00%
9 13.64% 38.64% 40.91% 2.27% 4.55%

10 0.00% 37.50% 32.95% 26.14% 3.41%
11 10.23% 36.36% 46.59% 2.27% 4.55%
12 1.14% 45.45% 34.09% 18.18% 1.14%
13 4.55% 23.86% 40.91% 10.23% 20.45%
14 10.23% 35.23% 28.41% 18.18% 7.95%
15 7.95% 36.36% 30.68% 13.64% 11.36%
16 9.09% 46.59% 36.36% 2.27% 5.68%

Total 9.16% 45.17% 31.61% 9.59% 4.47%
TABLE XII. Frequency of estimated levels in each game of CGC06.

Data L1 L2 L3 Nash Total
New Data 14.66% 9.23% 0% 61.67% 14.22%

CGC06 25.36% 21.16% 13.71% 17.61% 19.46%
TABLE XIII. Frequency of exact conformity with the Level-k model in the
new data and in Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006).

frequencies have a significant correlation with the game number (at the 5% level), indi-

cating that this underlying structure is not driving the variation in level distributions

across games.

One of the largest and most obvious differences between CGC06’s data and ours is

the frequency with which subjects choose strategies that exactly correspond to one of

the levels’ predictions (excluding Level-0). Only 14.22% of observations correspond to an

‘exact hit’ in our data, and nearly 20% of CGC06 observations are exact hits (Table XIII).

Over 25% of Level-1 observations in the CGC06 data are exact hits, as are over 20% of

the Level-2 observations. Our Nash players conform exactly with the predicted strategy

more frequently than in CGC06, though the total number of Nash types is relatively low.

We believe the differences in exact hit frequencies—especially among Levels 1 and 2—is

most likely driven by the difference in instructions between studies and CGC06’s use
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From To L0 L1 L2 L3 Nash
L0 20.9% 44.0% 23.6% 7.2% 4.4%
L1 8.9% 54.4% 24.9% 8.1% 3.6%
L2 6.8% 35.6% 43.1% 10.2% 4.2%
L3 6.9% 38.4% 33.6% 14.3% 6.9%

Nash 9.0% 36.5% 29.8% 14.7% 9.9%
Overall 9.2% 45.2% 31.6% 9.6% 4.5%

TABLE XIV. Markov switching matrix of levels in the CGC06 data.

Frequency i.i.d. Prob.
CGC06 Guessing Games

Switch Frequency: 14.8% 22.9%
Non-Switch Frequency: 26.7% 22.9%

Switch Ratio: 0.553 1.00
TABLE XV. Observed frequency of level-switching among pairs of subjects
between randomly-drawn games in CGC06’s data, compared to the ex-
pected frequency under independently-drawn (i.i.d.) types.

of a best-response understanding test, either of which may trigger usage of the Level-k

heuristic in subjects.

Surprisingly, the higher frequency of exact hits in the CGC06 data does not translate

into noticeably more stable absolute levels. The Markov transition matrix is shown in

Table XIV. As in our data, Level-1 acts as an absorbing state, where all subjects have a

high probability of transitioning to Level-1, regardless of their current level. The CLPA

(constant-level prediction accuracy) of this Markov matrix is 41.9%, so that predicting

a player’s level in one game based on their observed level in another is accurate 41.9%

of the time. Monte Carlo simulations reveal that this is significantly higher (at the 1%

significance level) than the 32.3% CLPA expected if individual levels were independently

drawn from the population distribution of levels in each game. In absolute terms, a

41.9% CLPA lies between the 34.7% CLPA observed in our guessing games and the

57.6% CLPA in our undercutting games.

The stability of relative levels in CGC06’s data also lies between that of our guessing

games and our undercutting games. Table XV reveals a switching ratio of 0.553, which

lies between the ratio of 0.29 found in our undercutting games and 0.89 in our guessing

games. Monte Carlo simulations easily confirm that a switching ratio of 0.553 is not

generated by random data (p-value less than 0.001), though it implies that one out of

every three pairs of subjects with well-ordered levels will generate a strict switch in

their levels between games.
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Finally, using levels to order games also generates a result between our guessing

game and undercutting game results: The ratio of strict game-order switches over strict

non-switches for randomly-drawn pairs of subjects is 0.683, in between the ratio of 0.618

in our guessing games and 0.884 in our undercutting games.

In total, it appears that lengthier instructions and a best-response understanding

test creates more stability for the Level-k model, though CGC06’s data still reveals con-

siderable instability in level classifications. By almost all measures, the out-of-sample

predictive power of the model is better in CGC06’s data, though the family of undercut-

ting games provides even higher predictive power (within that family of games), even

without longer instructions and an understanding test.

Crawford et al. (2010) argue that a best-response understanding test is crucial for

replicating field settings because “most people seem to understand very well how their

payoffs are determined” (p. 32). Although we did not require an understanding test, our

instructions provided adequate and simple descriptions of subject payoffs. For example,

subjects in our experiments were told “you will be paid for this game based on how

small your error is, and smaller errors mean larger payoffs”, mathematical formulas

for calculating errors and payoffs were given along with verbal descriptions, payoffs (as

a function of errors) were shown in graphical form, and two numerical examples were

worked out. In a post-experiment questionnaire, we received no feedback that subjects

were confused about payoffs in any of the games.

We view differences between these studies as evidence that the Level-k model’s predic-

tions are not robust to varying protocols, as varying the instructions and understanding

tests may trigger different behavioral heuristics within the same game. Applying any

one behavioral model to the field may require some attention to the level of instruction

or training that agents have received. Unfortunately, these factors may be difficult to

quantify, heterogeneous across agents, or unobservable. Uncertainty about past experi-

ences would then lead to uncertainty about the predictive accuracy of the Level-k model.

IX DISCUSSION

In sum, our results are mixed: The Level-k model exhibits reasonably strong cross-game

stability within the family of undercutting games, but virtually none in the two-person

guessing games. Even in the undercutting games, however, observed levels do not cor-

relate well with our five psychometric measures, except that Level-1 players may have

shorter working memory and a less keen awareness of others’ emotions and cognition.

Finally, it appears that some players ‘step up’ against stronger opponents, but we are
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unable to predict who makes this adjustment using either psychometric measures or

observed levels.

Although ours is the first paper to thoroughly examine cross-game stability of individ-

ual levels, our conclusions about the success of the Level-k model are broadly consistent

with the past literature. Many papers find strong support for Level-k play in certain

games using behavioral data alone (Stahl and Wilson, 1994, 1995; Nagel, 1995; Duffy

and Nagel, 1997; Ho et al., 1998; Bosch-Domènech et al., 2002; Camerer et al., 2004) or

behavioral data augmented with lookup data (Costa-Gomes et al., 2001; Costa-Gomes

and Crawford, 2006) or eye-tracking data (Chen et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009). For some

games, however, the Level-k model does not appear to organize the data well (Ivanov

et al., 2009b,a; Crawford and Iriberri, 2007b).30 Shapiro et al. (2009) even find that the

model’s fit can vary within a single game when different components of the payoff func-

tion are emphasized, with a better fit as the game becomes closer to a standard p-beauty

contest and a worse fit as the game approaches the incomplete-information global game

of Morris and Shin (2002). The broad conclusion that emerges from this line of research

is that the Level-k approach works well in some games, perhaps accurately describing

how subjects make choices, while working less well in other games.

Camerer et al. (2004, p. 873) argue that “fitting a wide range of games turns up clues

about where models fail and how to improve them.” Our research represents one such

contribution, by demonstrating the varying individual-level robustness of Level-k mod-

els across two families of games. Thus, the Level-k model may be one of many heuristics

players use to select strategies, with different heuristics being triggered unconsciously

in different settings. Beauty contests, simple matrix games, and our undercutting games

all seem to trigger the Level-k heuristic in a large fraction of subjects, while its use ap-

pears infrequent in common-value auctions, global games, and endogenous-timing in-

vestment games. In two-person guessing games the Level-k heuristic does not appear

to be triggered unless subjects are trained to calculate iterated best responses prior to

play.

In its full generality, the triggered-heuristics meta-model is not falsifiable, since each

game in each situation could have a unique heuristic. But applying data to the model

helps restrict its parameters by identifying regularities across games. The Level-k

model has already been identified as one heuristic that is likely used in many games

and in many situations. Our results show that it is a persistent and robust heuristic

30Crawford and Iriberri (2007b) point out that the Level-k model fails to account for overbidding in
second-price auctions.
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across one family of games. Understanding the boundaries of the domain of applicabil-

ity of the Level-k model means understanding when it is used, when it is not, and what

factors trigger its use; this, in turn, increases the overall predictive power.

At this point, we conjecture that Level-k play is triggered by simple, normal-form

games of complete information, as well as in situations where the game’s instructions

directly focus attention on calculating best responses, either directly through under-

standing tests or indirectly through framing effects. In games of incomplete informa-

tion and games that are not represented in matrix form we expect alternative heuristics

to prevail. These hypotheses give rise to a wide range of open questions that can be

addressed in future work.

Given our conclusions, we suggest focusing behavioral research both on identifying

new heuristics and exploring their triggers. For example, Ivanov et al. (2009b) iden-

tify plausible ‘rules of thumb’ to explain their data when Level-k and quantal response

equilibrium cannot; to what extent do these heuristics extend beyond the dynamic in-

vestment game they study? In our two-person guessing games, we do not identify an

alternative heuristic that organizes the data since our analysis focuses on players’ es-

timated levels and not their actual strategies; however, our results make strides in the

right direction. For example, strategies do not seem to depend critically on the best

response function of the game (or even logistic best response) because aggregate play

is unchanged between the standard and zero-sum versions of the game, and also be-

cause subjects who are trained to calculate iterated best responses behave differently

from those who are not. But what triggers this particular non-best-response heuristic

remains unexplored.

APPENDIX A ROBUSTNESS TO THE NUMBER OF GAMES PER ESTIMATE

In this appendix we briefly explore the robustness of Level-k estimates to the number

of games used in each estimate.31 It may be that assigning a single level to each obser-

vation introduces significant noise in the resulting levels, causing the results to appear

artificially biased toward randomly-generated levels. Estimating levels based on mul-

tiple games may reduce this variability and lead to more reliable estimates of players’

types, leading to greater stability in the Level-k model.

Formally, let Γ = {γ1,γ2, . . . ,γm} denote the set of m games played by the subjects.

For each divisor r of m one can construct partitions of the form Pm,r = (p1, . . . , pr) of Γ

consisting of r sets of m/r games each. For example, if m= 6 and r = 3 then one possible

31We thank Vince Crawford for suggesting this test.
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partition of the 6 games into 3 sets is P6,3 = {{1,2}, {3,4}, {5,6}}. Letting s = m/r, the

number of partitions containing r equal-sized sets of s elements each is given by

q(m, s)=
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Note that q(m, m) = q(m,1) = 1. Let q index the various partitions from 1 to q(m, s), so

P
q
m,r is one of the partitions of m games into r equal-sized subsets.

Take any set of data from n players over m games, and any divisor r of m. We can pick

any q ∈ {1, . . ., q(m, r)}, take the partition P
q
m,r = {p1, p2, . . . , pr}, and for each partition

element p j, estimate a level for each subject i over the set of games in p j. This is

done exactly according to the maximum-likelihood procedure used in CGC06 and in this

paper, where the likelihood of observing data point x under level k is given by a logistic

error structure around the optimal strategy for k, with a ‘spike’ of weight ε on the exact

Level-k strategy. The result is a level estimate for each player i in each partition element

p j, which we denote simply by k i( j). Thus, we generate r levels for each subject, using

m/r games (or, data points) for each level estimated.

In CGC06 r always equals one; in our paper r either equals m (for game-by-game

analyses) or one (for pooled analyses). In either case q(m, s) = 1, so the choice of which

partition to choose is trivial. Here we explore intermediate cases where 1 < r < m.

Ideally, we would fix r, generate all possible partitions of size r, and for each partition,

generate r estimated levels per subject. We could then perform analysis of the stability

of those r levels (as in the body of the paper). For example, the switch ratio can be

calculated for each partition q ∈ {1, . . ., q(m, s)} and the entire ‘distribution’ of q(m, s)

switch ratios reported.

Since q(m, s) can be quite large (q(16,4) = 2,627,625, for example), we instead draw

a small random sample of possible partitions. We then estimate r levels per subject,

calculate the switching ratio for each randomly-drawn partition, and report the sample

distribution of switch ratios. We perform this exercise for each divisor r of m to see how

the distribution of switch ratios would change as more games are used per level estimate

(or, equivalently, as fewer level estimates per subject are performed). This is done for

both our guessing game data (where m = 6) and the CGC06 guessing game data (where

m= 16).

The results of this analysis appear in Figure XV. The horizontal axis contains the

various values of r. The case of r = 1 is degenerate; each subject has only one level

estimate and so stability measures such as the switching ratio are not defined. The

vertical axis reports the switching ratio, as described in the body of the paper.
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FIGURE XV. Switching ratios as the number of levels estimated per sub-
ject varies, using many randomly-drawn partitions of the games.

As benchmarks, we include a horizontal line at one to indicate the switching ratio if

the levels were independent random draws from a fixed distribution. We also simulate

the switching ratio for the Level-k model with constant k i functions; in theory these

ratios should all equal zero, but because a true Level-0 subject (who randomly selects

their strategy) would occasionally be misclassified as a different level, some random-

ness is introduced into the level estimates. This can result in a small but non-trivial

switching ratio.

As the number of estimates per subject decreases, so too does the frequency with

which randomly-drawn subjects can be strictly ordered by their levels in two randomly-

drawn games. Thus, both the numerator and denominator of the switching ratio become

smaller as r decreases; this generates higher variance in the switching ratio distribu-

tions for small r.
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CGC06 order their games based on ‘structure’, roughly corresponding to how many

steps of elimination of dominated strategies are necessary to solve the Nash equilib-

rium of the game. We report the switching ratios for the partitions that respect this

ordering. Specifically, if {1,2, . . .,16} is the original ordering of the 16 games, we re-

port the switching ratios for the partitions {{1, . . .,8}, {9, . . .,16}}, {{1, . . .,4}, . . ., {13, . . .,16}},

{{1,2}, {3,4}, . . ., {15,16}}, and {{1}, {2}, . . ., {16}}.

The graph reveals that stability in the CGC06 data improves with fewer estimates per

subject (or, more games per estimate), though its switching ratios never overlap with the

constant-level switching ratios. In the best case (r = 2) the switching ratios approach

the 0.288 ratio achieved in our undercutting games. The ordering of CGC06’s games

based on structure, however, does not generate obviously greater or smaller switching

ratios. Switching ratios in our data do not improve with more games per estimate. This

suggests that CGC06’s subjects were somewhere more persistent in their underlying

type and in fact there was some noise added to their estimated levels by using only one

game per estimated (or, more correctly, assigned) level.

Again, the most obvious difference in experimental design between CGC06 and our

experiment is in the length of instructions and use of an understanding test. We there-

fore speculate that one or both of these design features triggered the use of the Level-k

heuristic in more subjects in the CGC06 experiment than in ours. This results in rela-

tively more stable level estimates across games for their data.
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